Introduction
Let 2 be a finite set of join dependencies (JDs), multivalued dependencies (MVDs) and functional dependencies (IDS). To test whether .% implies an MVD X -+ Y or an PD X -+ A, the procedure in [ 31 first generates the dependency basis DEP( X) of X with respect to 2. Then, X + Y if and only if Y is the union of some elements in DEP( X) , and X -+ A if and only if A E DEP( X), and there is an PD V --f W in 2 with AEW-V.
In this paper, we present two algorithms, Algorithms 1 and 2, that test the same implication problems. However, these algorithms do not generate DEP(X) with respect to 2, but rather directly determine whether X + Y or X + Y without computing the basis for all right-hand sides Z for X -+ Z or X -++ Z as in [ 31. As part of proving these algorithms correct, we also prove a result that is interesting in its own right.
We organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic definitions and some results in the literature that we need. In Section 3, we prove a theo-is a corresponding hypergraph [ 21, we use the terminology for hypergraphs to define what a maximal connected component of a JD is. The hypergraph of a JD *[RI,. . . , RP] has as its set of nodes those attributes that appear in one or more of the Ri'S; its set of edges is{Rl,... , R,,}. Apath from attribute A to attribute B is a sequence of k > 1 edges Et,. . . , Ek such that ( 1) A E El, (2) B E Ek, and (3) Ei fl Ei+l is nonempty for 1 < i < k. Two attributes are connected if there is a path from one to the other. A nonempty set of attributes is a connected component if every pair in the set is connected. A connected component S is maximal for aJD*[Rt,...
, RP ] if there does not exist an attribute A E Ukl Ri such that SA is a connected component. A set of attributes is a maximal connected component of a JD if and only if it is also a maximal connected component of its corresponding hypergraph.
If we remove a set Z of attributes from a JD J = *[RI,...,&~, we obtain another JD J' = *[RI -Z, . ..,R,-Z].IfCt ,..., C',, are the maximal connected components of J', then by Theorem 3 in [ 21, J implies the MVDs Z --H Ci, 1 < i 6 m. Since J implies Z --H Ci, MVD( J) also implies Z + Ci, 1 < i 6 m. Example 1. Let U = ABCDEF and J = * [ AB, BC, AC, CD, DEF] . J has only one maximal connected component, namely ABCDEF. If we remove CF from J to obtain J' = * [ AB, B, A, D, DE] , which is equivalent to * [AB, DE] , then J' has two maximal connected components AB and DE. Note that ABDE is not a connected component of J' since B and D are not connected in J' (or in its corresponding hypergraph) .
We also note that J implies CF -++ AB and CF --++ DE, and thus that Mm(J) also implies CF --H AB and CF -++ DE,
Main theorem
In this section, we prove Theorem 3 whose corollary is the basis for Algorithms 1 and 2. Proof. (if) Suppose J' has only one maximal connected component C. Let G = {Ri 1 Ri is in J and Ri -Z is a nonempty subset of C} and let G = {RI,... , RP} -G. Now suppose that r does not satisfy J so that t& ?TR,r generates a new row t, t # rl and t f r-2. It must be that Wi( Ri) = t( Ri) where wi is either t-1 or r2 but not both. Since every pair of attributes in C is connected, to make these p rows joinable, we only have two choices. We have to let wi = r-1 for each Ri in G or we have to let Wi = r2 for each Ri in G. (For the Ri'S in G, rl (Ri) = r2( Ri).) If we make the first choice, t is rI ; if we make the second choice, t is 12. We therefore have a contradiction and r satisfies J.
(only if) Suppose J' has at least two maximal connected components C' and C", then J implies Z -H C' and Z ++ C". Since C' and C" are both nonempty, r does not satisfy Z ++ C' or Z ++ C". Thus, r does not satisfy J -a contradiction. 0 
A result similar to ( 1) appears in [ 31. We therefore prove (2). We also mention that ( 1) can be proved using Lemma 2 similar to the way we prove (2). Moreover, this proof is considerably shorter and more straightforward than the proof of the corresponding result in [ 31.
, there is a two-row relation r over U such that r satisfies MVD( 51) U . . . U MVD( Jn) U F but not X + A. To prove the only if-part, it suffices to show that r also satisfies J. Assume r does not satisfy Ji = * [RI,... ,R,] for some i. Let Z = {A E U / r-1 (A) = r2( A)} where rI and r2 are the two rows in r. ByLemma2, J; ..., R, hasat least two maximal connected components C and C'. Since C and C' are both nonempty, r does not satisfy Z -+ C or Z -+ C'. Since Ji implies Z -+ C and Z -++ C', and since every MVD implied by Ji is also implied by MVD( Ji), r does not satisfy MVD( Ji) -a contradiction. 0
Corollary 4. Let U be a Jinite set of attributes and H be a set of JDs, MVDs and FDs over U. 2 does not imply X -+ A (X --ft Y) if and only if there is a tworow relation over U that satisfies TS but not X -+ A (X --tt Y).

Proof. The if-part is clear. The only if-part follows
directly from the proof of Theorem 3. q
Testing FD implication
In this section, we present Algorithm 1, which tests whether 2 implies an FD. Algorithm 1 is based on Corollary 4. Given an FD X + A, Algorithm 1 manipulates a two-row relation in certain ways and ..5 implies X -+ A if and only if Algorithm 1 fails to create a two-row relation that satisfies 2 but not X -+ A.
Algorithm 1.
Input: A finite set 2 of JDs, MVDs and FDs, and an FD X -+ A over a set of attributes U.
Output: ,.S implies X -+ A or 2 does not imply X -+ A.
Initialization: Establish a two-row relation r over U with rows r-1 and r2: r-1 has a's in all the columns; r-2 has a's in all the X-columns and b's in all the ( U -X) -columns. Also, rewrite each FD X --+ Y in 2 to have single-attribute right-hand sides, X -+ Bi ( 1 6 i < n) such that Y = Bt . . . B,. z, . . . , R, -Z] has at least two maximal connected components, choose the maximal connected component C that contains the attribute A and modify r-2 so that all b's in r-2( U -C) become a's 3. If r does not satisfy some FD in 2, go back to
Useful macro: Z = {B E U 1 r,(B) = r-z(B)}
Step 1.
Step 1 modifies r-2 so that r satisfies the FDs in 2. Similarly, Step 2 modifies r-2 so that r satisfies the JDs in 2 that are not FDs.
Before we prove that Algorithm 1 is correct, we first prove a lemma whose corollaries are used later. [RI -Z,... , R, -Z] has at least two maximal connected components. Let Cl,. . . , C,,,, m 3 2, be the maximal connected components of J'. Therefore, Ci U . . . U C, = W. By Theorem 3 in [ 21, J implies Z -++ Ci, 1 < i < m. Since X + W by the induction hypothesis, Z + Ci, Z f' W = 8 and Ci 2 W, by the subset rule, X + Ci, 1 < i < m. In Step 2, W becomes one of the Ci's and thus X ---k W continuously. I7
Corollary 6. If r-2 (A) is or becomes an a, X --+ A.
Proof. If r-2( A) is an a, then A E X and thus X 4
A trivially. Proof. By Lemma 5, X -+ W continuously. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Corollary 6. The main difference is that instead of using C2 in this proof, we use the subset rule for MVDs. Except for the last part of Step 4 where we reestablish t-2, Algorithm 2 is reasonably straightforward. We
give an example to illustrate the last part of Step 4 and to show that this part is necessary. relation showing that 2 does not imply C + AE. Let us denote a tuple on the relation scheme ABCDEF by (~1~2.. . vg) in which Ui, 1 < i < 6, is either an a or a b, and where VI is a value under the A-column; . . .; and ug is a value under the F-column. Initially, Y' = Y" = 0, rt = (aaaaaa), and r-2 = (bbabbb). In Step 2, after we apply the FD C -+ D, t-2 becomes (bbaabb) and Y" becomes D.
In Step 3, after we remove CD from Ji, AB and EF are the two resulting maximal connected components.
Therefore, both St and S2 are 0, and S3 = {AB, EF}. We now have two choices. Suppose we choose AB. Then, r2 becomes (bbaaaa). However, if we remove CDEF from 52, A and B are the two resulting maximal connected components. In Step 3, Y"becomes A, Y" becomes BD, and r2 becomes (aaaaaa). But now in Step 4, r2 is reestablished as (aaaabb). In Step 2, the relation satisfies the FD C -+ D. In Step 3, after we remove ABCD from either J1 or 32, we have only one resulting maximal connected component. Therefore, in Step 4, we conclude that 2 does not imply C++AE.
Before we prove that Algorithm 2 is correct, we first prove two lemmas. The first guarantees that the algorithm terminates; and the second is useful in proving the algorithm correct. Before we state and prove Lemma 11, we note that Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are basically the same.
Step 2 of Algorithm 2 corresponds to Step 1 of Algorithm 1.
Step 3 of Algorithm 2 corresponds roughly to
Step 2 of Algorithm 1. One difference between these two steps is that in Step 2 of Algorithm 1, we know which maximal connected component to choose, but in Step 3 of Algorithm 2, we arbitrarily choose one maximal connected component in Ss. The other difference is that in Algorithm 2, we keep track of two sets Y' and Y". We observe that neither difference is needed in the proofs for Corollaries 6 and 7. Hence, we use these two corollaries in our proof of Lemma 11. Hence, just before r-2 is reestablished for the second time, since X -+ V and V ++ Y', we have X ++ (Y' -V) . But the attributes in Y' -V are exactly the attributes we add to Y' after r2 is reestablished for the first time and before it is reestablished for the second time. Hence, X + Y' before it is reestablished the second time. By using the same reasoning inductively, we can show that X -++ Y' continually. Similarly, x --H Y". 0
Time complexity of the algorithms
In this section, we compare the time complexity of our algorithms, particularly Algorithm 2, and the algorithm in [ 31. Given an MVD, Algorithm 2 tries to find a counterexample to show that _S does not imply the given MVD. The algorithm in [ 31, however, first finds the dependency basis. Algorithm 2 is designed to solve the implication problem of a particular MVD. On the contrary, if there are many MVDs to be tested, it may be wise to first find the dependency basis since the dependency basis can then be used to solve many implication problems.
We now argue that on average Algorithm 2 takes about one third of the running time of the algorithm in [ 31. Since an FD can only be applied once, the running time of Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is linear.
Step 1 executes only once. The number of times Step 4 executes depends on Step 3. Hence, Step 3 of Algorithm 2 dominates all the other steps. As pointed out in [ 31, the time complexity of splitting up a maximal connected componentin Step3 is boundedby O( I]_%ll), where 11x11 is the space required to write down 2. In the worst case, there are at most IUI maximal connected components to be split up, where IUI is the number of attributes in U. Hence, Algorithm 2 is bounded by 0( IUI . ~~_Z~~), which is the same as that of the algorithm in [ 31. (only if) By way of contradiction, suppose Algorithm 2 outputs "2 does not imply X + Y." Thus, r satisfies every dependency in _E and W n Y # 8 and On average, however, Algorithm 2 performs better than this. Since Algorithm 2 tries to find a counterexample, in Step 3, only the maximal connected components in Ss are useful. By Lemma 2, we thus randomly choose one maximal connected component C from Ss to modify the two-tuple relation r such that the two tuples disagree only under the C-columns and agree elsewhere. The newly modified r now satisfies the JD in hand but not the MVD that is being tested. Since we only need to consider the maximal connected components in Ss. we thus save time by ignoring the maximal connected components in Si and ST. Because a maximal connected component, on the average, is equally likely to be in Si, & or S3, the average running time of Algorithm 2 is about one third of that of the worst case. Note that the same analysis can be applied to Algorithm 1.
